We introduce Synapse motivated by the needs to estimate workload execution characteristics on distributed heterogeneous resources. Synapse has an automated and systemindependent application profiler, and the ability to emulate profiled workloads on a variety of heterogeneous resources. We designed experiments that show: (i) that Synapse s automated profiling truthfully represents the application characteristics; (ii) that Synapse s application emulation truthfully reproduces the application characteristics in the original runtime environment; and (iii) that Synapse s application emulation retains those properties when used in a different runtime environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The challenge of extreme-scale science requires the infrastructure available to scientific applications and projects to be integrated so as to provide predictable end-to-end distributed execution capabilities. This vision requires important and nontrivial advances in our ability to federate resources and predict the distributed execution of workloads. Federation requires the ability to aggregate and integrate heterogeneous distributed resources so as to support a wide range of applications. The second advance requires the ability to predict time-dependency of resources available, workload execution characteristics and therefore the time-to-completion (TTC) of a workload comprised of multiple tasks.
To support the requirement of predictable workflow execution, in turn requires quantitative and integrated models of resources, planning and application execution. Whereas initial models that predict the end-to-end execution of workflows are emerging, precise, accurate and generalized models of distributed workload execution are unlikely to emerge in the immediate future. Furthermore, the full impact of precise workload execution models will require concomitant and similarly accurate "capability models" of federated infrastructure.
This paper is concerned with one small and simple portion of the important problem of predictable execution of distributed workloads. Specifically the question of interest is the estimation of workload execution on heterogeneous resources. We do not aim for a rigorous model of execution, but the ability to estimate the resources consumed and the time-tocompletion. We aim to use this information, amongst other things, to improve the distributed placement of workloads via better mapping of workloads onto resources.
Consider the workload scenarios such as are characteristic of the ATLAS project: ATLAS continuously uses a geographically distributed grid of approximately 130,000 cores (> 10 9 core-hours/year) to support millions of jobs per day. These jobs have distinct characteristics and they utilize very diverse resources. Not only are there inadequate models to predict the optimal mapping of workloads onto resource, there isn't even a mechanism to estimate the time-to-completion of different workloads on different resources. Thus, there isn't the ability to determine which resources are likely to be better for a given workload.
The ability to estimate the TTC of a generic workload on a generic resource is an important starting point for more effective and efficient workload management of workloads on resources. Thus, we design and develop the ability to predict the execution of a wide-range of simple workloads on a diverse set of heterogeneous resources. Our emulation efforts are optimized for generality of workload and resource, not high precision or accuracy. We do not aim to change the application, as our target applications are production science simulations that are not in a development mode.
To address these requirements we need to estimate: (i) the resources consumed, and (ii) TTC on heterogeneous infrastructure without necessarily having access to system-level capabilities on the different infrastructure. In other words, the specific challenges of distributed execution impose a need to "profile once, estimate anywhere." Synthetic Applications 1 can help to overcome such limitations. They can mimic the essential characteristics of real applications, but using a relatively simple code base with minimal runtime requirement, which is easy to deploy and easy to tune toward a specific use case and environment. Synthetic applications are, however, only viable replacements for real applications when their runtime characteristics reliably represent those of the represented application. The required precision and level of fidelity depends upon the intended scenario.
In response to these requirements, we have designed and developed Synapse, a SYNthetic Application Profiler and Emulator. Synapse is primarily motivated by the needs of distributed computing where the multitude and generality of platforms are the primary requirements, not, cycle-level fidelity. We motivate the need for automated and systemindependent application profiling. We discuss how application profiles are used to parameterize synthetic application instances. To prove the viability of the proposed approach and implementation, we designed several experiments that show: (i) that Synapse's automated profiling truthfully represents the application characteristics; (ii) that Synapse's application emulation truthfully reproduces the application characteristics in the original runtime environment; and (iii) that Synapse's application emulation retains those properties when used in a different runtime environment, i.e., on a different target resource type. This paper presents a brief summary and initial progress made to address the larger set of problems/challenge alluded to.
II. A CASE FOR AUTOMATED, SYSTEM-INDEPENDENT PROFILING
Synapse is designed and developed to support effective and efficient workload management on large scale distributed resources. In that context, Synapse is used to support the decision process of placing application components onto specific resources. Workload management systems have limited knowledge on application configurations the submitted workloads consist of. Application source codes and resource consumption patterns are usually not known a-priori. Further, the systems need to to quickly and automatically decide on workload placement, usually without any human intervention.
This motivates the Synapse approach: it treats application codes as black-boxes which are observed externally (opposed to code instrumentation); it quickly derives performance profiles while executing the applications; and, based on these profiles, it uses application emulation (ie. a representative or synthetic application) to judge the suitability of resources for application execution, without actually deploying and running the original application code.
A. Requirements on Application Profiling
We state four requirements for correct profiling:
• P.1 Minimal Self-Interference: the act of profiling does not influence the results of the profiling; • P.2 Low Overhead: the act of profiling does not influence the runtime behavior of the profiled application; • P.3 Consistency: repeated profiling of the same application, in the same environment, yields consistent results; • P.4 Accuracy: the results of profiling are usable to consistently and accurately reproduce (emulate) the application's runtime behavior; We believe these requirements are both necessary and sufficient, given the scope and motivation of this work (as discussed in the Introduction).
B. Requirements on Application Emulation
We similarly define requirements for the application emulation in the motivated context:
• E.1 Accuracy: application emulation must exhibit the same runtime characteristics as the execution of the actual application. Amongst others, we specifically expect emulation TTC to correspond to application TTC. • E.2 Portability: the application can be emulated on resources other than the one used for profiling. The following section discusses the conditions under which we expect the listed requirements to apply, and also lists conditions under which we expect Synapse not to be able to fulfill them (specifically in Section III-E). Following that, we will use that list of requirements to design a number of experiments, as described in Section IV.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF SYNAPSE
Synapse is a Python module that primarily provides two methods:
radical.synapse.profile (command, tags=None) radical.synapse.emulate (command, tags=None) where command is either a shell command line or a Python callable (which is then spawned in its own Python shell).
The profile method profiles the specified command and stores the result in a MongoDB database, which is indexed by command itself and by the specified set of tags. Repeated profile runs of the same command/tag combination will let Synapse collect multiple profiles for statistical analysis, to estimate means and standard deviation of resource consumption metrics. The tags are used to differentiate application instances that are not distinguishable by their command line alone, but that are expected to have different profiles. For example, tags can be used to flag different semantic content of application control and configuration files, to distinguish between different application configurations. The emulate method performs a lookup of the specified command and tags, and retrieves any available profile. Once a profile is found, Synapse will configure sub-components (named Synapse Atoms) to consume resources as specified in the profile. The emulation itself is also profiled for some essential parameters, but that profiling is limited to metrics that have no on the runtime, and that are readily available on any POSIX compliant system, thus it does not limit the portability of the Synapse emulator.
A. Implementation of Synapse Profiling
The Synapse profiler relies on several system utilities. Amongst others, it uses the perf-stat utility to inspect CPU activity, the /proc/ filesystem to read system counters on memory and disk I/O, and the POSIX rusage call to obtain runtime process information.
The different information providers are implemented as plugins, Synapse is thus extensible with additional profiling metrics (see discussion of future work in Section V). Those plugins are structured as follows: ...
Pre-and Post-Process set up and tear down any profiling environment for that watcher. The _sample method is invoked at regular intervals by the main Synapse profiling loop. In the _finalize method, the plugin has access to the raw profiling results of other watchers, in order to perform some further post processing. While this creates some dependencies between plugins, it prevents the duplication of measurements (such as overall runtime).
Each watcher plugin runs in its own thread:
while not self._terminate.is_set () :
Once Synapse spawns the application process, it communicates the process PID to the watcher threads, and they begin monitoring the process. There is a small delay between process spawning and start of profiling but the process itself is wrapped into the POSIX tool time -v, which allows us to correct some of the effects of that offset 2 . Profile data are collected as time series. The timestamps of the different watchers are not synchronized, and can drift relative to each other over time. We found this preferable to an increased profiling overhead due to synchronization. The individual time series are combined during postprocessing and pushed into a MongoDB.
The sample rate can be adjusted globally (via environment variables), but is uniform over all watchers. The highest sample rate is 10, i.e., Synapse can at most gather one sample every 100ms. That limit coincides with the limit of perf stat. There is no lower bound to the sampling rate. Section IV discusses the impact of different sampling rates on profiling overhead, profiling accuracy, and emulation accuracy.
B. Implementation of Synapse Emulation
At its core, the Synapse emulation framework consists of a set of small, self-contained C-codes (Synapse Atoms) that consume one specific resources type. Currently, compute, memory, storage and network atoms have been implemented.
The compute atom contains a loop of assembly code that efficiently performs a matrix multiplication. The loop's efficiency represents the maximum efficiency Synapse can emulate, which seems on par with the various application codes we have profiled so far. The efficiency of the assembly loop can be artificially lowered toward the target emulation efficiency by reducing the loop invocation frequency.
The memory and storage atoms are relatively simple C codes that perform the respective canonical libc operations (malloc, free, read and write). Those operations use buffer sizes that can be tuned, but are ultimately independent of the buffer sizes used in the actual application. This introduces potential discrepancies compared to the emulated application, since system performance directly depends on the buffer size of I/O operations. Our assumption is that application codes are generally aware of this, and attempt to use large block sizes where possible, and that small reads/writes are dominantly served by disk caches, and have thus relatively small impact on the overall performance. In Section IV we support that assumption with experiments, but acknowledge that it is likely to break (to a varying degree) for certain types of applications that are bound by specific I/O patterns.
The Synapse profiler features an experimental watcher plugin that can, in principle, infer block sizes of disk I/O operations with blktrace. We consider using this data in Synapse emulation when applications require that granularity to be future work (see Section V).
The Synapse emulation atoms are driven by a global loop which feeds sequences of profile samples to the atoms for emulation. The sample granularity is the same as used for profiling: the profiling sampling rate thus not only determines the accuracy of the profiling itself, but also influences the emulation accuracy. All atoms run in separate processes; resources are thus utilized concurrently. That may or may not reflect what the application code implements. While the profiler does gather information about the number of used application threads and processes, that information at the moment is not used in the Synapse emulation phase.
C. Profiling Metrics
Three main types of resources are currently profiled: compute (CPU), storage (disk), and memory. Synapse measures several metrics for each of those, as listed in Table I . Additionally, Synapse records several types of system information, such as number and type of CPU cores, available memory, and system load. Some of those are used to compute derived metrics, for example, the CPU type and clock speed determines the maximum number of operations per second, which when combined with the observed number of used and stalled instructions cycles yields CPU efficiency and utilization.
Synapse is able to force an artificial CPU, disk and memory load onto the system while emulating an application, thus emulating the application execution in a stressed environment. We do not currently measure the disk and memory stress on the system, so these load factors have to be specified manually, and are currently used to confirm Synapse's viability on stressed systems. Artificial load has not been used in the experiments presented in this paper, and is thus not discussed any further.
Several listed metrics, such as CPU efficiency and utilization, are marked as derived: they are not directly reported by the system, but are calculated from other, primary metrics. We use the following formula to compute CPU efficiency: efficiency = cycles used /cycles spent = cycles used /(cycles used + cycles wasted )
We interpret the 'cycles' reported by perf stat as cycles used , and 'cycles_stalled_frontend' + 'cycles_stalled_backend' as cycles wasted , the latter in the sense that they are counted toward the application execution, but did not contribute to its progression. This is not a canonical definition for CPU efficiency, because the wasted cycles can potentially be counted twice (once for frontend and once for backend), or can overlap with used cycles (the backend can be busy while the frontend stalls). However, the metric makes semantic sense in that it considers used cycles to contribute to higher efficiency, and any stalling to lower efficiency, which reflects the intuitive interpretation of those values in terms of code efficiency.
Similarly, we compute CPU utilization as:
where cycles max is derived from the maximum possible number of cycles, which is determined by the CPU architecture and clock speed. Synapse does not sample the CPU clock speed (modern CPUs can adapt clock speed to load to preserve energy), and we do not take any background CPU activity (by the system or other applications) into account. The derived utilization is still a useful metric to interpret in that it exposes the expected monotonic behavior toward faster/slower execution, but it is not comparable to similar metrics derived by other software. Table I includes several metrics that are currently planned or only partially implemented. Specifically, it lists network interactions, which Synapse can to some extent emulate, but which are not yet meaningfully profiled. CPU efficiency is listed as 'partially supported' for emulation: Synapse is able to tune the CPU load toward a certain efficiency value, but that tuning is currently manual (the experiments presented in the paper use the default values for all tunable settings).
D. The Effects of Sampling
The effects of sampling are illustrated in Figure 2 . Profiling metrics are gathered at (roughly) equidistant points in time, for different types of resources. Emulation follows the same clustering, but disregards all timing information. It is after all not the purpose of emulation to reproduce the exact same timings, but to consume the exact same resources. We will discuss several detail of this figure below. Figure 2 illustrates that profiled resource consumptions may or may not fill a complete sampling period. Where one specific resource interaction dominates overall application performance, one can expect that that type does fill a sampling period (e.g., sample 1, 6). But in general, a sampling period will capture several full or partial resource consumption types which may or may not occur concurrently. What resource consumption operation is accounted for in what sample depends on a multitude of parameters: applications will often employ techniques to hide I/O latency, such as caching or asynchronous operations, and the operating system itself uses latency hiding (caches, read-ahead, branch prediction etc). In those cases, actual system activity can occur before or after the application code requests it.
During emulation, all resources consumptions for a sample are consumed immediately upon starting that sample, without The same profile activity as in figure 2 is shown on top. The bottom shows the emulation on a resource with different performance (CPU is 25% faster, disk is 50% slower). The dominating resource type switches for some (samples 3, 6, 8), but the overall activity ordering is preserved.
any ordering in between resource types. Emulation samples end when the respective resource consumptions are completed (see sample 3 in Figure 2 . Resource consumptions that are not concurrent in the application are concurrent in the emulation (see samples 3 and 8), thus yielding potential speedup. Smaller samples reduces that effect (alternative sample 8).
In many cases, one type or resource consumption is a semantic requirement for another type. For example, an application needs to read data from a disk before being able to compute on those data; it needs to allocate memory before reading data from disk into memory; it needs to perform computation before being able to write results to a disk; etc. The code-agnostic sampling approach used by Synapse does not allow to directly detect such dependencies -parts of those dependency information are, however, implicitly captured: operations observed in a sample at time T = t t can only depend on resource consumption at samples from T <= t 1 . By ensuring that the emulation respects sampling order across resource types, Synapse will implicitly play back the dependencies thus captured.
Synapse profile samples are designed to be portable, i.e., they can be used to emulate the application on resources other than the profiling resource. Figure 3 illustrates that the implicit dependencies captured in the sampling order preserves the order of the original application activities.
E. Scope and Limitations
Sections I and II motivated the scope for which Synapse was defined. This subsection makes this scope more specific; we list the set of conditions under which Synapse is expected to operate, or under which it is not. 1) Application Semantics: Synapse watches application behavior -it explicitly does not inspect the application at the code or system call level, and thus has no knowledge whatsoever of application semantics. This limits the applicability of Synapse in some contexts. For example, the POSIX system call sleep(3) will consume a very small number of flops, but will show significant contributions to TTC. An inspection on different layers (code, libc call, OS signals etc.) could reveal that behavior, but that is considered out of scope for Synapse.
2) Resource Details: A side effect of not inspecting the application on code or system call level is that Synapse does not distinguish which exact system resource is used: for example, it finds that the application wrote a certain number of bytes to disk, but does not infer what file system the data have been written to. That can though significantly impact application performance, specifically for HPC resources that often feature shared file systems. We currently assume that all I/O operations go to /tmp/. We consider the use of blktrace for device level I/O inspection.
3) Application Granularity: A similar side effect of external, sampled measurements is that application activities are not resolved beyond a certain granularity. For example, Synapse can measure the number of bytes written to disk in a certain period of time, but actual I/O performance can vary significantly depending on how exactly those I/O operations are executed: a large number of small, scattered I/O operations will often be much slower than a small number of large I/O operations. Synapse does not distinguish those cases: it assumes a static block size for the emulation of I/O (that block size can be manually tuned, but was left at the default value for the experiments in this paper).
4) Application Optimization: Different resources may provide different means to optimize application codes, via compiler flags, optimized system libraries, specific hardware etc. Synapse's profiling on one system cannot take optimization on another system into account, when those optimizations map to different resource consumption patterns, such as GPU acceleration which is available on the target host but was not used on the profiling host. Profile portability is thus limited to resources with fundamentally similar architectures. The experiments in this paper were done with application code that was compiled with default settings for each resource, and that uses optimized system libraries where available. 5) Multithreading: Application performance varies significantly with the number of threads employed to perform the necessary operations. While Synapse does record the number of application threads, it does not distinguish what operation originates in what thread, nor does it use that information during emulation (all emulation is multi-processed). The sampling based approach provides some mitigation to this, as it infers dependencies between data and compute operations, as discussed in Section III. That inference can be wrong though, and the recorded order of events can be a coincidence. In that case, the sampling based emulation will introduce too many synchronizations, and emulation will be slower than the actual application. This specifically can happen for target resources where resource types have very different performance (e.g., a much faster disks). Whenever an application is bound by a single resource type, that reordering effect will not apply. 6) Multiprocessing: Synapse's profiling is process basedit targets single-process applications. Synapse does not attempt to detect the spawning of additional application processes. This could in principle be added (/proc/ contains the required information), but support is not planned at this point.
7) IPC: Synapse will not detect interprocess communication, neither between processes within the same OS, nor any communication over the network. Specifically it is not able to handle application level threading locks, semaphore locks, etc. We plan to add profiling of MPI and TCP communication at some point (see Section V on future work).
8) Overhead:
The processes of profiling and emulation consume certain amounts of resources. Synapse manages though to keep those overheads very small (see experiments in Section IV). Synapse emulation has a similar overhead (fetching the samples from the DB into memory, a loop that feeds the Synapse atoms).
The emulation additionally shows some memory overhead. This is partially owed to the fact that multiple python instances are spawned, and Python is often more memory heavy than the (compiled) application codes under investigation. That memory overhead though is not large enough to significantly influence the measured TTCs, but it does show up in the profiles of emulation runs.
Profiling will only terminate when full sample periods have passed, which can thus delay the completion of the profiling process to up to one additional sampling period. That is only relevant for very low sampling rates.
9) DB limitations: MongoDB has a 16 MB limit on the size of a single document. This limits the total number of data samples Synapse supports to about 250,000. This limitation can be lifted by changing to a different data model or storage backend. File based storage of profiles is available.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of our experiments is to show the viability of Synapse's approach as a tool that (i) automatically derives application profiles, and (ii) implements synthetic application components which can emulate the profiled applications. The experiments demonstrate the fidelity of Synapse's profiling and emulation for a specific scientific application under a range of conditions, on a range of resources. Specifically, the experiments described here are designed to support the requirements listed in Sections II-A and II-B.
The experiments cover the following steps:
• Use Synapse to profile an application over a range of application parameters, with different sampling rates. Purpose: determine the profiling overhead versus nonprofiled execution (experiment 1: P.1/P.2); show how the consistency of profiling results depends on sampling rate (experiment 2: P.3).
• Use Synapse to emulate the same application over the same range of application parameters, measuring TTC. Purpose: show the fidelity of the profiling results to capture relevant application characteristics; determine how precise the emulation is in determining application TTC compared to actual execution (experiment 3: P.4, E.1).
• Use Synapse to emulate the same application on different resources, measuring TTC. Purpose: support the claim that Synapse profiling metrics are system independent; determine how precise it emulates application TTC (compared to actual execution), on a non-profiled resource (experiment 4: P.4, E.2). The application used for all experiments is Gromacs [1] . It is an application used for Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations, in particular for biomolecular simulations. Gromacs is a stable code for many scientists whose work we support on different infrastructure and with whom we cooperate. Also, it is reasonably easy to tune to a wide range of resource consumption patterns (runtime, disk I/O, memory consumption). In our experiments, we configured our application with a varying number of iteration steps, ranging from 10 4 to 10 7 . While profiling does consume some additional resources, it does so in a way which does not impact the runtime of the profiles application. The plots show constant runtime for all application configurations, independent of sampling rate. Note that the largest configuration misses one data sample due to limitations in the used database (see III-E).
The number of steps influences both CPU consumption and disk output, but leaves memory consumption mostly constant. All profiling is performed on an off-the-shelf Intel Core i7 CPU (M620) with 4 cores, 8GB memory, Intel SSD 140GB (320-Series) under a Debian Linux with X86 64 kernel v3.11.8-1. Emulation experiments are performed on the same host, and additionally on Stampede, an HPC resource at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) [2] , and on Archer, an HPC cluster at Edinburgh University [3] .
The data sets produced and used in the experiments as presented below are freely available, as is the Synapse software itself; see the Software Availability paragraph.
Experiment 1 -Profiling Self-Inference and Overhead: Figure 4 compares the TTC for two cases: pure application runs, and the execution of the application on the same resource under the Synapse profiler. That measurement is shown for different application configurations (application runtimes) and different sampling rates. The graph shows that the profiling overhead is negligible and remains so for the investigated range of problem sizes and sampling rates.
Experiment 2 -Profiling Consistency: We repeated profiling of the same application instances in the same environment. While the non-zero standard deviation indicates some noise in the measured metrics, the distribution is in very good agreement with the distribution of the pure application TTC (see Figures 5 and 6) , which indicates the influence of system background. The figure shows the profiling consistency over a range of application sizes and sampling rates.
Experiment 3 -Profiling as Emulation Input: The ultimate purpose of Synapse's profiling is to feed Synapse's emulation. Figure 7 compares the TTC of pure application execution versus emulated application runs, on the very machine used for application profiling. The graphs show that emulation tends to incur an overhead, specifically at startup time, which becomes insignificant very quickly for applications running longer than a few seconds.
As a self-check, we run the emulated application again under the profiler, and compared the reported resource consumptions: the values are in excellent agreement for any For some metrics, the profiler requires sample rates to be smaller than application runtime. For the example here (resident memory), the measure is underestimated by the profiler for sample rates that allow only one data sample to be taken over the course of the application runtime. For multiple samples, the measures quickly stabilize. application instance running longer than a few seconds, as long as it is covered by more than two samples. There exist some small deviations due to the memory footprint of the emulation driver (Python, C threads), but no other discernible difference.
Experiment 4 -Profiling as Portable Emulation Input: Figures 8 and 9 compare application execution and application emulation on resources different than the one used for application profiling, specifically on Stampede and Archer, respectively. Again the TTCs for application execution and emulation resemble the application characteristics over a range of application sizes and sampling rates.
The plots again show that the emulation overhead is significant for small application sizes, i.e., for application runtimes of about a second or smaller. We find that acceptable, as our research focus lies on much longer living applications, and we assume that sub-second application runs will remain the exception in both high-throughput and high-performance distributed computing.
Software Availability: Synapse is available as Open Source Software, under the LGPL license, at [4] . The experiments in this paper used version v0.10. All scripts and configurations, along with the raw data sets and scripts for plotting, are available at [5] . Please refer to the README.md file for instructions on how to reproduce the experiments. Comments, feedback, and contributions to the software are welcome. A bugtracker (which can also be used for feedback) Emulation Correctness: When the application is emulated on the same host as used for profiling, the emulation represents the application characteristics excellently. is available at [6] . When using this software, please reference [7] .
V. FUTURE WORK
Sampling Rate: A high sampling rate has shown to be able to capture application startup more accurately, and is necessary to handle short-running jobs. At the same time, a high sampling rate incurs some emulation overhead.
We will consider switching to an adaptive scheme which starts with a high sampling rate (10/sec), and after a few seconds, when we can expect to have captured the application startup, decrease the rate. Synapse's code base does not assume a constant rate, but neither does it implement any sampling rate adaptation, yet.
Networking, MPI: The most significant, but also most challenging next development step is the support for network profiling and emulation. We consider it essential to capture the connectivity endpoints, and to attempt to perform actual data exchange to the remote network components, where possible. That requires, however, changes to our current profiling approach, as a sample-based inspection seems insufficient to capture that information. We consider to use libc call tracing for that purpose.
A similar route seems useful to support the profiling and emulation of MPI and OpenMP applications. A wide variety of MPI and OpenMP tracing tools and libraries exists, which we intent to investigate. Emulation Correctness: The emulation runtimes on Archer are somewhat larger than actual execution times, but are still in excellent agreement with the actual execution runtimes. The Y2 axis plots the % difference between emulated time and actual execution time, which settles around around 33%.
Block-Level I/O Operations: The performance of disk I/O operations depends heavily on the storage system that is used, and on the granularity of the I/O requests toward that storage system. Synapse currently captures neither of those, but we plan to use blktrace to obtain those information. A prototype watcher plugin for blktrace exists.
Resource Specificity: The experiments showed that Synapse application profiles are portable for emulation on other resources. However, that is only valid when the application codes on the target resources are compiled with similar optimizations and against similar low-level numerical libraries.
We plan to investigate the optional introduction of an application-specific scaling factor that takes those differences into account. Such a scaling factor could be determined via well defined probes that gauge the application performance toward a specific resource or resource configuration. However, we expect the problem to persist in general, as it is unlikely that all configuration options can be determined automatically, or that any sample-based gauging will be representative for an application. At the same time, the simplicity and resourceindependence of Synapse is expected to remain an important design objective, even if that limits its emulation accuracy to some extent.
VI. RELATED WORK
We are only aware of a very few efforts to combine non-intrusive application profiling with application emulation. In [8] , the authors describe an approach to automatically derive application characteristics. That approach focuses on tracing the application's communication calls, including MPI calls. Other resource interactions are considered opaque and measured as times, and are thus system dependent. This approach works well for communication bound applications. The emulation in that work focuses on representing a subset of the application: total application TTCs are extrapolated under the assumption that the subset is representative.
Katz et al. work on a complementary approach of Application Skeletons. Their Skeletons do not include any mechanisms for automatic application profiling, and thus requires the user to specify resource consumptions manually. The focus of Skeletons is primarily on the representation of logical and data dependencies between individual application components: Application Skeletons can be used to represent a DAG of such components. In [9] we have discussed how Synapse can be used to complement Application Skeletons, in that it provides configuration parameters at the level of individual DAG components.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Synapse is capable of automatically deriving application characteristics, and of configuring representative application emulation, for single threaded, scalar applications. While the application used to validate Synapse (Gromacs) is representative of many other applications used in distributed systems, it remains to be seen if this approach can suitably extend toward applications with multiple threads or processes.
The profiling capability of Synapse has a very low runtime overhead, and provides stable, consistent results. It requires no human intervention whatsoever, no code instrumentation, no exchange of libraries etc, and is fully transparent to the application. However, it does need support at a system level and is only available on specifically configured resources (where perf stat can be executed by users).
The emulation capabilities of Synapse provide, out of the box, a decent representation of the application's behavior, within constraints. The main contribution to emulation uncertainties seem to arise in resource specific compile time optimizations of the application codes, which are not covered when applying application profiles across resources. Nevertheless, Synapse's emulation manages to capture the overall application characteristics and trends in TTC behavior. Synapse's emulation performs excellently on the same host as used for profiling, considering the simplicity of approach and implementation.
